West Whiteland Township

Apartments in West Whiteland Township
Q. Why so many apartments?
A. Developers here are following a national change in
housing preferences - a huge demand for luxury apartments
that provide “convenience living.” An increasing number of
Millenials and Baby Boomers are seeking apartments that allow
them to walk to stores, restaurants, and walking and biking
trails - rather than traditional, single family homes with yards.
Our Development by Design Plan includes these residential
options that will ultimately support and sustain the businesses
of the Exton Crossroads.

Q. Who is moving into these apartments?
A. Millenials (people age 25 to 40) now comprise the largest
demographic group in our nation. They join with Baby
Boomers who are also increasingly seeking out high-end, lowmaintenance, conveniently located apartments. Some have
said they are “trading porches for penthouses.”

Q. Why so much development all at once?
A. Developers and property owners, not the Township, control
the timing of development. It’s based on a wide range of
factors such as interest rates and demand for housing. The
Township knows the pace of development has at times been
faster than we are used to and we share in the frustration of
residents who wish it wasn’t all happening at once.
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Q. Why would someone want to live here,
overlooking a parking lot and a highway?
A. While many people still want the privacy of a back yard
or a single family home in a neighborhood (West Whiteland
has many such neighborhoods), many others, nationwide,
want maintenance-free living where they have easy access to
restaurants and stores, as well as a train station. Exton offers all
of that. Within a short drive, residents here can be in Lancaster
farm country, at one of the region’s many large parks or
preserves, or in downtown Philadelphia. They can also enjoy
Exton Park, the largest municipal park in Chester County, along
with our 10 other parks and the Chester Valley Trail.

Q. Will these buildings sit empty, and
eventually become low income housing?
A. The apartments being built around the Crossroads are filling
quickly. Developers have invested significant time and money
into research that shows the demand for these apartments is
keeping pace with, and even outpacing, construction. None of
the projections show these buildings will be empty.

Q. What are you doing about traffic?
A. West Whiteland Township’s transportation planning includes
numerous traffic studies and improvements, paid largely by
developers through traffic impact fees and matching grants.
Traffic flow will always be something the Township needs to
manage as people come through our township on the way
to other communities, as well as to work, shop, and eat here.
We hope you’ll visit our website to learn more about the
improvements we’re making.
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